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needs checking / editing

Vatican
Biblioteca Apostolica

Barb lat 76
Germanicus, Aratea with scholia Strozziana (‘Siciliensis’ ?)
Naples
after 1469

text
ff. 6r-66r

Germanicus, Aratea, with scholia Strozziana

fol. 1r-2v

ARATUS quidem fuit Athinodori patris filius. Matris autem Delitophylae…. … peritiae
mathematice repperimus. (= ‘Aratus genus’ section (V) from the Revised Aratus
latinus, cf. Maass 1898, pp. 146-50)
note: the manuscript has a number of small lacunae throughout, where Greek
words should have been inserted. Also, on fol. 1v-2r, there is the series of lacunae
regularly found in these ‘Sicilian’ manuscripts. In this case, however, they are not
arranged on the page as if they were the result of physical damage, such as one saw
in London BL Add 15819. As the loss does not form a coherent shape on the folio
and is not mirrored on the recto/verso of the folio, it suggests that Vat Barb lat 76
is that little bit further from the original model in which the loss occurred. The
text reads:
Didicisse autem eum et odisse graeca i (crossed out twice) […] inquit quasi
pręsidens ab imperatore: et iliada scripsisse home-// (2r) rum et ei dire […] illum
a compluribus factus […] ut testatur challymachus assistens ei ab infantia propter
paxipa[…] mitilenum Disitheus autem pelusinus cum quo […] inquit eum apud
Anthiocum Seleusium permanisse tempore […]nti: earum quoque sumministrationem
ab Antigono… //
Also, there is a space on fol. 2v: ‘dixisse […] quibus eudosius vir moderatus erat’,
which does not seem to correspond to any gap in the text (cf. Maass, 1898, p. 150);
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and a second one towards the bottom of the page, which corresponds to a missing
Greek word: παράλληλοι.
ff. 2v-5v

Caelum circulis quinque distinguitur — Connexio vero piscium communem habet
Stellam. ( = excerpts from the scholia Strozziana, cf. Breysig, pp. 105-09)

ff. 6r-66r

AB Iove principium magno deduxit Aratus —
Nec mutare vias possunt nec iungere sulcos.
(= Germanici Caesaris Aratea, ll. 1-514)
note: As with many of the manuscripts in this family, Vat. Barb lat 76 is missing
several lines in the second half of the poem. The missing verses are: vv. 206 (the
section begins: Andromedę vero radiat quae stella sub ipsa); 248-50; 255-57; 27072; 278-80; 284-86; 289-90; 315-17; 321-23; 328-30; 333-35; 341; 344-46; 356-58;
363-65; 379-81; 393-95; 414-16; 426-28.)

ff. 6v- 64r

scholia Strozziana: Quaeritur quare ab Iove — (ends incompletely)
ii obscuras per singula latera. (cf Breysig 1867, pp. 109-181, line 14)

ff. 66v-68r

blank

ff. 68v-71r

Etherium venit taurus super umbribus austrum —
Hęc eadem tibi signa dabunt non irrita pisces.
(= Breysig 1867, fragm. iii, vv. 52-163 (pp. 47-54)).
note: There is a blank at the top of the page that is not quite large enough for a
picture.

ff.71v-77r

SOlem per se ipsum constat moveri — nanque his certissimus auctor.
(= excerpt from scholia Strozziana, cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 193-202)

ff.77v-81v

A Bruma in favonium Caesari nobilia sydera significant — ab ęquinoctio dicimus
fieri. (= excerpt from Pliny, NH, XVIII; cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 203-09)

ff. 81v-85v

ANte omnia autem duo esse genera — segete non esse noxias tempestates.
(= excerpt from Pliny, NH, XVIII; cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 210-15)

fol. 85v-86r

VErtices extremos circa quos — Sunt omnes . XX.
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(= excerpt from scholia Strozziana; cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 111- 12, esp. see the note
at the bottom of p. 112).
ff.86r-100r

PRimum á sole capiemus presagia. Purus Oryens manu sinistra bootis: (= Pliny, NH,
XVIII, 341-42; which then jumps to Hyginus, Astronomica, IV, 6 ) exteriori parte
circuli pervenit coniuncta — (ending incompletely with Hyginus, Astronomica, IV,
14) sed non ut aliquem conclusiorem locum totumque spatium impleat lumine. Si
quis…

illustrations
note: the colour illustrations are not from the Warburg Institute and, therefore, may be subject to
copyright
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fol. 3r

Planisphere. For further descriptions, see the notes by ELLY DEKKER in the
catalogue of planispheres.

fol. 6r

Jupiter on his eagle. His body faces left and he holds a handful of flames in his
extended right hand and a sceptre in his left, which rests on his shoulder. He has a
halo made up of a billowing, circular cloth around his head and wears a mantle, so
his right shoulder and arm are exposed. He is bearded. His eagle stands facing
towards the right and stands on a looped piece of cloth.

ff. 9v-63v

Coloured drawings of 43 constellations set within frames (and Sagitta depicted twice),plus
the Pleiades, with stars marked by red circles with golden stars set inside them. The
missing constellations are: Equuleus, Libra and Corona Austrinus.
All the constellations have stars, indicated by red circles with golden stars set
inside them:

fol. 9v

DRACO INTER ARCTOS: DRACO: 3 in the comb, 11 in the body, or 14 in all.
URSA MAIOR (sic = the one closer to the tail): 1 in the neck, 2 in the chest, 1 in the
belly, 3 in the tail, or 7 in all.
URSA MINOR (sic= the one nearer the head): 7 in the head, 2 in the neck, 1 on
the upper back, 3 in the rump, 3 on the shoulder, 2 in the front legs, 1 in the
chest, 2 in the back legs, 2 in the back feet, or 21 in all.

fol. 12r

HERCULES: 1 in the stick, 1 in the head, 1 in the right hand, 1 in the right
shoulder, 1 in the left hip, 2 in the left buttock, 2 in the left thigh, 1 on each
knee, 2 on the right shin, 1 on each foot, 7 on the skin, or 23 in all.

fol. 13v

CORONA BOREALIS: 7 stars.

fol. 14v

OPHIUCHUS: The Serpent bearer has 1 on his head, 1 on each shoulder, 1 on his
side, 2 in his waist, 1 on each knee, 1 on each foot, 2 on his left wrist, 1 on his
hand, and 3 on his left wrist, or 16 in all. The Serpens has 2 on his nose, 2 in his
chin, 4 on his neck, 2 above the man’s hand, 8 in the curl, 1 on the body, 7 on the
second curl and 6 at the end of the tail, or 32 in all. Scorpio has 4 in his claws, 3 on
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his nose, 5 in his lower body, 5 in his tail segments and 2 on the tip of his tail, or 19
in all.
fol. 17r

BOOTES: 1 in his head, 1 on each shoulder, 2 on his chest, 1 in his mantle, 1 on his
right elbow, 4 on his stick, 1 on each foot, and 1 at the end of his sword
(presumably Arcturus), or 14 in all.

fol. 18r

VIRGO: 1 on the head, 2 in each wing, 1 on each shoulder, 1 on each hand, 1 on
each elbow, 3 on each thigh, 1 on each foot, or 19 in all. (There is a circular pin
holding her mantle that is not a star.)

fol. 21r

GEMINI: Left Twin (nude with a white cape with a pink lining): 1 in head, 1 in each
shoulder, 1 on chest, 1 on his right elbow, 1 on the right hand, 1 on each knee, 1
on each foot, or 10 in all. Right Twin (nude in a pink cape with a blue lining): 1 in
the head, 3 on the chest, 2 on the left arm, 1 in the left hand, 1 on the left knee,
1 in the right foot and 2 in the left foot, or 11 in all. Cancer (brown): 1 in the
nose, 2 in each claw, 4 in each set of legs and 2 in the body, or 15 in all.

fol. 24r

LEO: 3 in his head, 2 on the neck, 3 on the back, 1 on the chest, 1 on the right
forefoot, 1 on the belly, 2 in the tail and 1 on each of the back feet, or 15 in all.

fol. 25r

AURIGA: 1 in the head, 1 in each shoulder, 2 in the left hand, 1 in the right hand
and 1 in each knee, or 8 in all.

fol. 27r

TAURUS: 2 in the horns, 2 in the head, 1 in the nose, 4 in the neck, 1 on top of the
neck, 3 on the back, 1 in the belly, 1 on each knee and 2 on the right front hoof, or
18 in all.

fol. 29r

CEPHEUS: 2 in the head, 1 on each shoulder, 1 on each elbow, 1 in each hand, 3 at
the waist, 1 on the thigh, 2 in the left knee, 2 on the right foot, 2 or 3 (?) on the
left foot, or 18 or 19 in all.

fol. 30r

CASSIOPEIA: 1 in her head, 2 at the top of the throne, 2 in her shoulders, 1 in her
breast, 1 in her belly, 2 on the seat of the throne, 2 in her lap, 1 between her knees
and 1 in her right ankle/foot, or 13 in all.
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fol. 31r

ANDROMEDA: 1 in her head, 2 in her shoulders, 1 in her right hand, 1 on her right
wrist, 2 in her right elbow, 3 in her chest, 1 in her left elbow, 4 in her hips, 2 in
her knees, 2 in her right foot, 1 in her left foot, or 20 in all.

fol. 32r

PEGASUS: 1 in each ear, 3 in its face, 1 on its chin, 2 on its front knees, 2 on his
front hooves, 2 in its shoulder, 1 in the belly, 1 on the back and 4 in the wings, or
18 in all.

fol. 33r

ARIES: 1 on top of the head, 3 on the nose, 1 on the right horn, 1 on the neck, 3
on the belly, 3 on the back, 1 on each foot and 1 on the end of the tail, or 17 in
all.

fol. 35r

TRIANGULUM: 3 stars

fol. 35v

PISCES: 12 in the top fish, 12 in the cord and 7 in the bottom fish, or 31 in all.

fol. 37r

PERSEUS: 1 in his head, 2 in his shoulders, 1 in his back, 1 on his right elbow, 1 in
each hand, 1 in his left hip, 1 on each knee and 1 on each shin and 1 on each foot,
3 on the Medusa’s head and 1 in his halberd, or 18 in all.

fol. 38v

PLEIADES: no stars.

fol. 39v

LYRA: 9 stars

fol. 41r

CYGNUS: 1 in head, 1 in neck, 1 in chest and 1 in tail, 5 on right wing, 5 on left
wing, or 14 in all.

fol. 41v

AQUARIUS (in a white robe): 2 in his head, 1 in each shoulder, 2 in his right arm, 1
in right elbow, 1 in each hand, 1 below right hand, 2 at the waist, 1 on the right
hip, 1 on the right thigh, 1 on the right knee, 1 on the right shin, 1 on each foot, or
18 in all. There are 31 stars in his stream.
CAPRICORN: 2 in each horn, 2 in his head, 1 in his neck, 2 in the chest, 7 along
the back, 5 along the belly, 2 at the end of the tail and 2 on the right front foot, or
24 in all.

fol. 46r

SAGITTARIUS: 2 in his head, 2 in his bow, 2 in his arrow, 2 on his back, 1 on his
skin, 1 in the belly, 2 on the rump, or 12 in all. There are 4 stars in Sagitta.
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fol. 47v

AQUILA: 1 in its head, 2 in its wings, 1 in its chest, or 4 in all. In addition, there
are 4 stars in the SAGITTA in this picture.

fol. 48v

DELPHINUS: 1 in mouth, 3 along its bottom side, 3 in the body and 2 in the tail, or
9 in all.

fol. 49v

ORION: 3 in his head, 2 in his shoulders, 3 in his waist, 1 on his left elbow, 4 in his
sword, 1 on each knee and 1 on each foot, or 17 in all.

fol. 52v

CANIS MAIOR: 1 in the tongue, 3 in the head, 3 in the chest, 1 in the right front
foot and 3 in the left front foot, 1 on the shoulder, 3 on the back, 3 in the belly, 1
on the tail and 1 on the hind foot, or 20 in all.

fol. 55r

LEPUS: 2 in its ears, 2 in its chest, 1 on its back 1 on each back foot, or 7 in all.

fol. 56r

ARGO: 3 in the mast, 4 on the deck, 5 on the keel, 4 in the stern and 5 on the oars,
or 21 in all.

fol. 57v

CETUS: 6 in body and 8 in tail, or 14 in all.

fol. 58r

ERIDANUS: 7 in his head, 6 or 7 in his right arm, 1 on each thigh, 1 on his right
knee and 1 on each foot, or 17 or 18 in all.

fol. 59v

PISCIS AUSTRINUS: 12 stars

fol. 60v

ARA: 4 stars.

fol. 61v

CENTAURUS: 3 in his hat, 1 on the animal skin, 1 on his shoulder, 1 on the right
elbow, 1 on the right hand, 2 on the rump, 3 in the tail, 1 on the human waist (?),
2 in the belly, 1 on the shoulder, 1 on the horse chest, 1 on the fore-elbow, 1 on
each front hoof, 1 on each back leg, or 22 in all. In addition there are 2 stars in
the dish and 7 (?) in Lupus (rabbit).

fol. 63r

HYDRA: 25 stars.
CRATER: 10 stars.
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CORVUS: 5 stars.
fol. 73v

Sol has long hair like a woman and is standing in a quadriga drawn by four horses
that are splayed into two pairs, with a black and a white one on each side. He holds
the reins in his left hand and a torch is held out in his right.

fol. 77v

Luna is in her chariot which is flanked by two bulls. She stands with her head
covered and wearing a long cloak that flows behind her. She turns back to look
behind her. She has a crescent moon on her head and points with her right hand to
the torch she carries in her left hand.

fol. 86r

Austronotus is female and is half-human and half-lion and has claws on her paws
and a lion’s tail. She has a bunch of flowers in each of her hands, held out to either
side and a hairy band where the human part meets the lion part. Her body is
marked by stars: 9 around her head, one in her right fore-paw, two (?) in her chest,
three in her hind flank, two/three in her left hind foot and three in her tail.

notes:
In Vat Barb lat 76, the object surrounding Jupiter’s head is clearly a curved piece of
billowing cloth – as if often seen in classical depictions of the winds and appears in
classical depiction of Jupiter??? [where?]. The cloth also appears in Vienna Schottenstift
521. Assuming that this image is the ‘parent’ of the pictures that one sees in the other
‘Sicilian’ manuscripts, it is easy to see how the cloth is later misconstrued as a triple halo
by later illuminators (such as one sees in Cologny 7, London BM Add 15819 and Egerton
1050, Madrid 8282, Naples XIV.D. 37, NY Morgan 389, Vat Barb lat 77). Interestingly,
though, Boulogne 188 and Bern 88 have depicted Jupiter with a halo around his head. The
image in Madrid 19 seems half-way between the two, with the shape certainly derived from
a cloth (note the indications of texture), but is neatly and compactly contained within a
circular shape. Rather than suggesting that one can use this pictorial detail as additional
evidence concerning the stemmata of the Germanicus manuscripts, however, it seems to
be more a case of both sets of artists – the ‘Boulogne/Bern’ set and the ‘Sicilian set’ – who
were both working within a iconographic tradition largely informed by the pictorial
conventions of Christianity, independently assumed that circular shapes around the heads
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of deities must be haloes, despite the more than four centuries that intervened between
them.
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quinterns, On the back of the cover are the arms of Cardinal Francesco Barbarini in
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(d. 1494); each chapter of the text is done in gold again blue or red backgrounds.
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ff 6a-66a, written for Ferdinand II of Aragon [sic] 2nd ½ 15th c
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